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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE THE PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE
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Members present:
Mr Edward Leigh, in the Chair
Mr Richard Bacon Mr David Rendel
Mr Ian Davidson Mr Gerry Steinberg
Geraint Davies Jon Trickett
Mr Nick Gibb Mr Alan Williams
Mr Brian Jenkins
Sir John Bourn KCB, Comptroller and Auditor General and Mr Jeff Jones, Director, National Audit
OYce, further examined.
Mr Rob Molan, Second Treasury OYcer of Accounts, further examined.
REPORT BY THE COMPTROLLER AND AUDITOR GENERAL:
The New Deal for Young People (HC 639)
Examination of Witnesses
MsRachel Lomax, Permanent Secretary, Mr Leigh Lewis, CB, Chief Executive, Employment Service and
Jobcentre Plus, Mr Matthew Nicholas, Divisional Manager, Jobseeker Division, Employment
Service and Mr Bill Wells, Head of Economics and Labour Market Division, Department for Work
and Pensions, examined.
objectives”. If targets were not set for theChairman
programme’s other objectives how can you claim
that overall the programme has been a success?1. Order, order, welcome to the Committee of
(Ms Lomax) The Government published anPublic Accounts. First of all may I apologise for the
objective monitoring and evaluation paper in earlyslightly delayed start? We do pride ourselves that we
1998, setting out the various ways in which it wasalways start on time in this Committee but as
going to evaluate the success of the NewDeal againstmembers of the public and witnesses will appreciate,
the objectives whichwere set andmaking it clear thenthe Government decided to announce its response to
that no single measure was going to measure overallthe Sharman inquiry today; there was a statement
success adequately. The evaluation strategy reallybefore the House and a number of us felt it was very
had three elements to it involving a variety of studies,important we were there. May I thank you, Ms
both looking at the micro-economic impact of theLomax, for your patience in waiting for us to come
scheme, the macro-economic impact and also theback from the Chamber? May I thank you and your
cost-eVectiveness and quality of the delivery of thecolleagues also for coming to answer our questions
objectives. An enormous amount of time and moneytoday about the New Deal for Young People, a very
has gone into diVerent kinds of evaluations underimportant subject? Would you like to start by
these headings; an awful lot of it has been contractedintroducing your colleagues?
from outside providers, but in-house we have had(Ms Lomax) Certainly. Starting from my left, Mr
about 15 people, statisticians and otherBill Wells, who is our Labour Market Economist.
professionals, working on the New Deal, evaluatingLeigh Lewis is the Chief Executive of the
it against various criteria. It has been a multi-facetedEmployment Service, Chief Executive of Jobcentre evaluation strategy.Plus and the additional Accounting OYcer for this
programme. Matthew Nicholas, is Head of the 3.Mr Lewis, may I ask you to refer, please, to page
Jobseeker Division in the Employment Service. 8, paragraph 1.6? You will see there that “The
fundamental justiﬁcation for them”, that is the New
2. May I start by referring you to page 2, Deal programmes, “is the failure of the open market
paragraph 7, which is a point which is also repeated to reconcile the interests and vocational skills of
in the main body of the Report in paragraph 2.4? It individuals who are without jobs with the skills needs
makes the obvious point that “The Employment of employers”. To what extent do you feel that the
Service has invested considerable resources in New Deal for Young People has ﬁlled gaps in the
monitoring and evaluating the New Deal for Young economy?
People, and has closely monitored progress against (Mr Lewis) I certainly think it has. It is simply an
the published objectives, which have included targets inevitable fact of life that when employers come to
for helping young unemployed people into jobs. make recruitment decisions they tend to want to
recruit people who are most immediately job readyTargets were not set for the programme’s other
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and have the obvious skills and attributes they need 6. Just give us a ﬂavour of the sort of work you do
do speciﬁcally to help these young people who suVerfor the vacant jobs they have available. It is
from these multiple barriers to productiveundoubtedly the case that many—not all but very
employment?many—of the participants who have come through
(MrLewis) The ﬁrst stage is theGatewaywhere thethe New Deal for Young People—are not
personal adviser is seekingwith each young person toimmediately job ready in the sense that on the very
arrive at an assessment of their particularﬁrst day that they join the programme theywould not
circumstances, treating them as an individual. Webe people whom employers would always in every
use a number of tools: one called the client progresscase want to take on straightaway. That has been
grid; then the actual Gateway to Work courseswhy one of the challenges and one of the successes of
during the course of the Gateway. The whole eVortthe programme has been to help young people come
there is to try to establishwhat in each individual caseto a position where they are job ready andwhere they
that young person is facing, what those barriers areappear to employers to be well-qualiﬁed and suitable
that are most the obstacle to that young person goingcandidates for their vacancies.
into employment. They can be relatively small-scale
4. One criticism which could perhaps be made of problems which can be relatively easily overcome up
you is that you should have spent more than the£1.2 at the other end to major problems of addiction,
billion you spent on the scheme on the young people complete lack of basic skills, which are obviously
who had the most diYculties, the young people who going to take more eVort and more time to resolve.
are furthest away from productive employment. Is
that a fair criticism? 7. Thank you for that. May I now pursue this a bit
(Mr Lewis) It is certainly fair to say that we have further by referring you to page 14? There you see
tried throughout the life of the scheme increasingly to from Figure 6 that 18 per cent of the participants on
diVerentiate the resource and the eVort we put into these programmes have been on the programme
the NewDeal so that where young people come onto more than once.What is the point of putting a young
the New Deal needing only a relatively limited person back on a programme which has already
amount of help through the Gateway process to get failed them?
to the point where they are seriously good candidates (Mr Lewis) If we were just to do that and no more,
for employment, we have sought increasingly to then we would be failing that young person. Actually
make Gateway operate more eVectively so that it is around 18 per cent of all the entrants onto the
young people can and indeed have moved into New Deal who re-enter the programme a second
employment quickly. We have recognised, time. To state the obvious, that means that over 80
particularly as the programme has gone on, that per cent do not. There is another characteristic which
there is a group of people who have more serious is that we ﬁnd people who have been through New
barriers to employment and who are going to need a Deal once, even if they have not then been able to
greater amount of help. One of the developments of sustain employment, in general exhibit the
characteristics more of short-term unemployedthe programme over the time that it has been in
people rather than longer-term unemployed people.existence, has been to increase the amount of
We have also, in recognition that some of thosespecialist support and help both in the Gateway and
people inevitably joining the programme for a secondin the options for those young people with more
time are amongst the hardest to help, as theserious barriers to employment.
programme has gone on, developed the Gateway,
5. Directly following that point, if you turn back to developed the Options and, through a number of
page 7 and look at Figure 1 you will see listed there announcements which the Government made in its
in a very easy way to understand examples of barriers Green Paper last year such as the Step-Up
to employment experienced by participants who are Programme, sought to ensure that if people do come
harder to help into employment. How successful do onto the problem a second time round then they are
you think these programmes have been in helping going to have an even more intensive range of
young people with the multiple barriers into support and assistance available to them to try to
employment? ensure that we do, on that second occasion, really get
(Mr Lewis) Overall the programme has been to the route of those barriers if not to overcome them.
very successful in that respect. If you take
account of the fact that almost 80 per cent of 8. If it is so useful for them to come round the
entrants to the programme have one or more labour course a second time, why do they have to wait six
market disadvantage, one in three have never months before you allow them to do so?
actually worked before at the point where they (Mr Lewis) Because there remains the point that
come onto the programme, I think the fact that such when someone has been through the entire NewDeal
very large numbers of young people have gone into programme on one occasion, has been through the
employment and sustained that employment Gateway, has been through the Options, it remains
during the course of New Deal is testimony to the the case actually that within a relatively short time of
success of the programme and, if I may say so, to the leaving the programme formally, signiﬁcant numbers
quite remarkable eVorts of personal advisers and of of young people do go back into work. Because the
many other partners of the New Deal to help young New Deal programme is inevitably a resource-
people with those barriers to employment to intensive one, by leaving a period between somebody
overcome them to the point where they have been ending their participation for the ﬁrst time on that
able to go into employment and sustain that programme and re-entering it a second time, we are
trying to ensure that before we oVer that full panoplyemployment.
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of support and assistance again, a second time, we Mr Rendel
have allowed the programme’s impact the ﬁrst time
11.When NewDeal was ﬁrst set up there were twoto take eVect. It would be wrong to say that no arguments about it really: ﬁrst of all whether it was asupport is available in that intervening period. That good idea or not and that is a policy matter and we
would not be the case. There is all the normal support are not here to discuss policy matters; the other was
which is available through the Employment Service how it should be funded and it was due to be funded
during that period. out of the windfall tax. Is it still being funded out of
the windfall tax?
9.Ms Lomax, may I now ask you a very important (Ms Lomax) It is being funded out of the
question? Could you please turn to page 21 and look employment opportunities fund, which is the ring-
at paragraph 3.23? There we read, what we know, fenced fund that the windfall tax was paid into in the
that “. . . the New Deal for Young People was spending review 2000.
introduced in 1998 into a buoyant economy, and the
12. But it is now due to go on indeﬁnitely. Doeslabour market has subsequently continued to
that mean the windfall tax and this fund you areimprove. The programme has therefore yet to be
talking about are going to run out and it will betested in deteriorating labour market conditions,
forced to come to an end just because there will bewhere job outcomes may be more diYcult to
no funds?achieve”. That leads one to the obvious question:
(Ms Lomax) It has not run out yet.how many of these jobs would have been created
anyway because you were in the situation of a 13. But it is currently being funded out of a fund
buoyant national economy? How are you going to which has a ﬁnite life. Is that what you are saying?
develop the programme when, as must happen (Mr Wells) In the spending review 2002 a
sometime in the future, the economy gets far more permanent stream of funding was applied to the
diYcult? New Deal.
(Ms Lomax) The New Deal is about a good deal
14. So it is not being funded out of this fund whichmore than creating extra jobs, it is about improving
was set up out of the windfall tax, it is being fundedemployability and about improving people’s ability
out of a new fund.once they have a job to stay in it and in the long term
(Ms Lomax) The receipts of the windfall tax haveto thrive in the labourmarket. The short-term impact
not yet been exhausted and they are in a ring-fencedof whether they would have moved into work in a
fund called the employment opportunities fund.buoyant labour market is not an adequate measure
What you are saying is that when that is exhausted,of the eVectiveness of the programme. It is also highly
is there a stream of funding beyond that? Is thatuncertain exactly what would have happened in the
correct?absence of the New Deal, as the NAOReport makes
(Mr Wells) Yes.extremely clear. Since it is about improving
(Ms Lomax) But it has not been exhausted yet.employability, it is equally relevant when the labour
market becomes less buoyant, when the economy 15. So currently it is being funded out of a ﬁnite
becomes diYcult, the people who suVer most are the fund, but there is another fund which has been
long-term unemployed. Working with young people identiﬁed within the spending review.
to maintain their morale and their employability in (Ms Lomax) Presumably it is being funded out of
the down-swing seems to me to be a very worthwhile core funding beyond that.
thing to be doing. (Mr Lewis) I think that is right. Ministers have
announced that the New Deal is now seen as a
10. I accept all that. What you said is all obvious. permanent New Deal, a permanent feature and thus
But there will come a time when the job market is in a sense it becomes a call on expenditure and will be
far more diYcult. My question was: how are you funded in the future to the extent that funding is
going to develop these programmes, make clearly needed out of general expenditure within the
them more sophisticated so that you have almost as employment opportunities fund that Ms Lomax has
much success in the future as you have had in the referred to.
past?
16. So the Government has accepted that the(Ms Lomax) One of the things we are doing at the
windfall tax is not going to last for ever, for as longmoment, for example, is the rapid response
as this scheme is needed.programme which is working with people in
(Mr Lewis) That is right but it is the case, as thesituations of large-scale redundancies, before they
NAO Report makes clear, that the gross cost of thehave actually been laid oV. I saw one last week, for
programme is much higher than the net cost once theexample, in Xerox in the Forest of Dean. They are returns in terms of higher tax, national insurance andlaying oV about 1,000 people, and the Employment so on, are taken into account.Service and the rapid response unit are in there
working with people before the redundancy actually 17. The other point which has been made,
takes eVect. The chances of people being able to take particularly since this NAO Report came out, is that
advantage of what jobs there might be by retraining the programme has been a bit of a waste of money in
themselves before they become unemployed, are the sense that a lot of people have got jobswhowould
greatly improved. That is the sort of thing. There is have got jobs anyway. Your answer to that appeared
about £9 million in that particular initiative. There to be that that was not the point because half the
are other things we can do, but that is one particular point about the whole programme is to improve
employability.thing we are doing at the moment.
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(Ms Lomax) No. That is a point to be made about (MsLomax) Yes; it is indeed. I wanted to challenge
your summary of my reply to the Chairman whichthe programme, but I would certainly not say it has
implied that I was accepting that the scheme was abeen a waste of money. It has paid for itself very
waste of money and I most deﬁnitely do not.easily. The ﬁgures in the NAO Report make that
perfectly clear.
22. You have challenged it very well but I do not
want to stick on that. I want to get onto18. Paid for itself in what sense? Perhaps I was
employability.misreading the NAO Report.
(Ms Lomax) Let there be no misunderstanding.(Ms Lomax) Paid for itself in the addition to
national income, which the NAO put at a minimum 23. The point here is that if it is true that theof £200million. The National Institute for Economic question of improving employability is an important
and Social Research put it at £° billion. aspect of the whole scheme, then I want to ask you
why in that case you have apparently no measure for19. And the cost of the programme to date?
measuring whether that has worked or not.(Ms Lomax) The cost of the programme in net
(Ms Lomax) It is quite diYcult just to captureterms, taking account of estimated tax and social
employability in a target.security ﬂowback is £140 million a year.
(Mr Wells) There is a diVerence between the eVect 24. Is it a sensible way then of justifying the scheme
on the GDP and public ﬁnances. if you cannot know really whether it has worked or
(Ms Lomax) Let us go through that. The eVect on not?
public ﬁnances net of tax and social security (Ms Lomax) You can capture the impact of a
ﬂowback is something like £140 million a year scheme by evaluating, as we have done, with speciﬁc
according to the work which is here. If you accept evaluation studies. For example, I think it was the
that extra jobs have been created within a margin of Policy Studies Institute (PSI) which did an evaluation
error, as the National Institute and the IFS and looking precisely at the employability issue and
almost anyone else who has looked at this does, those concluded that on a number of diVerent dimensions
extra jobs do have a value as well which you need to you could safely conclude that the New Deal for
add in. That is why you would say that national Young People was improving employability in terms
income is higher as a result. I must have seen at least of whether people were progressing in jobs, getting
four times in the NAO Report that there is no doubt more pay, getting more responsibility, retaining
that, although ﬁgures are subject to a wide margin of jobs longer—
error, the New Deal for Young People has had a
25. Were they able to quantify that?positive impact on the economy. It has certainly not
(Ms Lomax)—and they quantiﬁed that.been a waste of money.
26. So why was no target set? If you can quantify20. I am glad to hear you say that, but your main
it, you might as well set a target and see whether youjustiﬁcation seemed to be in answer to the Chairman
have achieved the target.not that there was a straightforward payback for the
(MsLomax) Because we cannot trace everybody ineconomy, which interpretation of these ﬁgures in
their post-New Deal work record. What we haveterms of how worthwhile that has been to the
tried to capture is retention in terms of the peopleeconomy might be slightly confusing, but let us leave
who come back onto JSA and that has been reﬂectedthat on one side for the moment. Your answer to the
in Employment Service targets and Ministers areChairman a few moments ago appeared to be that it going to be announcing the Jobcentre Plus targetswas not just a question of how many jobs you next week andwe shall be trying to capture a bit morecreated, it was also a question of the other objectives of some of these ideas in the targets we set foryou were looking at, including long-term Jobcentre Plus. It is a moving target.We are trying toemployability. Is that correct? develop our ability to capture it.We are learning how
(Ms Lomax) Let us take this head-on. All to do this as we go along and we also need to improve
employment programmes are open to the criticism our ability to track people once theymove into work.
you and the Chairman have just mentioned; all of That is why in the Employment Bill at the moment,
them. It is very diYcult to say that every extra person which is before the House of Lords, we are taking
who goes into a job would not have gone into a job powers to enable us to join up the Employment
otherwise.What the NewDeal for Young People has Service records with Inland Revenue records so that
done is got people into work, even on the evaluation we can track what happens to people once they enter
evidence we have here, more successfully than most work. That is exactly so we can begin to get some
previous programmes, or most programmes in other meaningful measures of employability.
countries, even on that narrow deﬁnition of success.
27. You seemed to say just now that one of the
21. If I may say so, you aremoving a bit away from things people have been looking at is the question of
the point I was trying to get to, which was this whether, once they go into jobs, people’s salaries then
question of improving employability. As I increase and this is a measure of employability.
understand it, that was what you were saying to the People have been measuring that and you appear to
Chairman just nowwas one of themajor reasons why think that some of the work you are doing therefore
you felt, whether it is a waste of money or not, the has been worthwhile. I am not trying to deny that for
issue was not purely about how many jobs you had a moment. What I am suggesting is that if this was
created or how many people you had removed from always possible and people have been doing it, why,
unemployment, the issue was also about improving when you set up the scheme, did you not set a target
that was measurable—okay you cannot track themlong-term employability.
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all—in terms of a percentage of those you can track (Ms Lomax) I would contest that we have no
means of measuring whether we are having anywhose salaries increased over the year when they
impact on employability.went into a job, or whatever?
(Mr Lewis) May I say something pretty 31. But if you do have a method of measuring it,
fundamental on this about what target setting is why do you not set targets to measure against?
about within any major organisation or business? (Ms Lomax) Because setting targets and
One sets targets for things which the organisation evaluating the impact of the programme are two
itself can directly and clearly change and make separate things. That is the argument I am trying to
happen, because that is the motivation, that you make at the moment.We have an evaluation strategy
want to ensure things happen within the which tends to look at quantitative evidence, long-
organisation. There are many things you measure term evidence, things which are diYcult to quantify
and you want to happen, but which you do not and which might be out there in the world. That is
believe you can directly impact day by day. To give why we have a complex evaluation strategy. It is to
an example of that, we know from very extensive get at the many dimensions of the things we are
evaluation, just to put a few numbers on what Ms attempting to inﬂuence over a period of time. Targets
Lomax was saying, that 75 per cent of those leaving are about trying to focus the eVorts of the
the NewDeal for jobs have received a pay rise within operational business in a way which will be
six months, we know that 40 per cent have gained supportive of getting performance, which will help
more responsibility within their jobs within six contribute towards this. Any operational business
months. We know, and it is the acid test for me, that which has woolly targets, complex targets,
90 per cent of option participants themselves excessively bureaucratic targets, is not going to
identiﬁed employability beneﬁts. It is hard to say to perform well.
an individual member of staV in the Employment
32. You do not have any targets; that is the point.Service that their target is to ensure that somebody
(Ms Lomax) That is not true.receives a pay rise within X months, because they
cannot directly impact on that. That is the diVerence 33. It is not a woolly target, you do not have any
between on the one hand setting targets where you targets.
can have a direct and clear impact, helping to place (Ms Lomax) The Employment Service has a large
someone into a job, and measuring outcomes which number of targets—
also matter to you.
34. But not for this programme.(Ms Lomax) What we can do is incentivise the
(Ms Lomax)—and some of them are related toagency to put people into sustained jobs, into quality
things which we think they can control which arejobs and that is what the retention targets were
relevant to employability. That is why I mentionedabout.
retention. It is an important point.
(Mr Lewis) If you were, as the NAO did, to go out28. I ﬁnd this one a bit hard to take. It does seem
and speak to Employment Service staV, personaltome that if you are going to set an objective for your
advisers and other staV who worked on thisorganisation with no measurable target at all and
programme and have been proud to do so for the lastthen say you can measure all sorts of things but you
ﬁve years, they would certainly say that they havehave not actually said how much you want these
known and been very clear from the very ﬁrst daythings to increase in order to improve, you have met
that they had very clear targets to achieve. Thosethat objective, I would have thought that was a fairly
targets, in terms of employability, werefeeble way of monitoring what you are doing.
fundamentally about helping a very signiﬁcant(Ms Lomax) No. May I have another go at this
number of young people coming through thatbecause it is quite a fundamental point.
programme into jobs and that is the fundamental
29. It is a very fundamental point and I am rather starting point. You cannot develop your
worried about the reply. employability, if you do not ﬁrst go into a job. We
have measured many, many other things and made(MsLomax) Let us go back. You can set outcomes
very clear that we attach great importance to them.for objectives and outcomes for programmes which
are ambitious and long-term and go beyond those 35. Actually the measure should not perhaps have
things you can immediately control. Employability is been just how many people went into jobs, but how
a very long-term concept. It is relevant, it is very many people went into jobs whowould not otherwise
important for employment programmes but it would have andMs Lomax said that was very, very diYcult
be quite wrong to pretend that it was easily measured to measure. So the one measurable target you set
or was something under our immediate control. As yourselves everyone knows you cannot really use
Mr Lewis said, what you do by way of target setting terribly well to monitor the eVectiveness of the
for an operational business is try to focus their programme and the others do not have targets at all.
attention on things they can impact. It is supposed to That is what worries me about the whole thing.
motivate them and focus their eVorts. I really think (Ms Lomax) No, that is not true; that is just not
that there is a distinction between the outcomes you true.
are seeking to inﬂuence and operational targets
36. Could I turn you to page 9 and Figure 4 wherewhich you are setting to try to focus business eVorts.
it looks as though the overall reduction in number ofThe two are not the same.
young claimants is very well worthwhile and I do not
30. I have to say that setting objectives and having deny that for amoment, but it looks rather as though
no way of measuring whether you are meeting them the reduction is almost entirely in terms of the over-
six-months unemployed. I can understand very goodor not is an unfortunate way of managing a business.
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reasons for wanting the long-term unemployed (Mr Wells) Part of it is the way the evaluation of
the National Institute works which looks at thenumber to come down as quickly as possible. I just
wonder whether you could comment at all on the fact whole eVect of the New Deal moving through the
economy and will include the eVect of raising thethat since the reduction is almost entirely in terms of
the long-term unemployed, whether that is to some windfall tax. Their estimates are that overall there
was an increase in employment and also in GDP.extent at least at the expense of the short-term
unemployed, those who are more likely to get jobs 42. What were the two ﬁgures Ms Lomax gave for
anyway. the increase in GDP as a result of this programme?
(Mr Wells) It is true that some people, when they Was it £200 million or £500 million? There were two
leave the Options, or leave a job, will come back into ﬁgures. The range is presumably between £200
short-term unemployment. However, the rate at million and £500 million.
which they are leaving short-termunemployment has (MrWells) Those are the two estimates which have
also improved over this period. been given.
37. But the number of short-term unemployed has 43. What is the opportunity cost of £5.2 billion?
not gone down. The dark blue lines on the graph are What is the annual return which in business you
almost exactly the same. might be expected to achieve from investing £5.2
(MrWells) It is partly an optical illusion; they have billion a year?
actually gone down. The rate at which people are (Mr Wells) I am not sure that is the appropriate
coming back on who are leaving the count has comparison because the £5.2 billion will be built into
improved for the short-term unemployed as well as theNational Institutemodel. The reduction in proﬁts
the long-term unemployed. There was an increase of and various others things will work their way
short-term unemployed as people came round again, through.
but it was nowhere near as big as the reduction in
44. So the £200 million is already taken out.long-term unemployment and the net eVect of both
(Mr Wells) Yes.of those ﬁgures was a substantial reduction in overall
youth unemployment and the evaluation evidence 45. May I ask the Comptroller and Auditor
suggested that a substantial part of that was due to General whether that is right? Is it already taken out?
the New Deal. (Mr Jones) Yes.
(Ms Lomax) Yes.
46.What was the total youth unemployment ﬁgure
Mr Gibb in May 1997? I am really referring to a comment on
page 13 that there was a commitment to get 250,00038. Chairman, I should like to beg your patience
under-25-year-olds oV beneﬁt and into work and thisfor 30 seconds while I say thank you to Ms Lomax
has happened. What was the total youthfor the ﬁgures I received this morning on income
unemployment in May 1997, which was the startingsupport and Jobseeker’s Allowance fraud. You very
point?helpfully split the ﬁgures between fraud and
(Mr Wells) The total for unemployed 18 to 24-customer error: 290,000 cases of fraud and 316,000
year-olds was 397,000.cases of customer error in those two beneﬁts. I was
baZed by the answer I received from the Minister 47. In May 1997.
yesterday morning when he said that these ﬁgures (Mr Wells) In 1997.
could not be split because to do so would involve
48.What was it by, say, June 2001 or the end of theexcessive cost because he would have to go through
Parliament.every case individually to see whether it was fraud or
(Mr Wells) In January of this year it is 253,000.customer error; he said the split could not be made.
Is theMinister’s answer correct? Inwhich case are the 49. So if I deduct 253,000 from 397,000 I get
ﬁgures you have given me correct? 134,000; so the reduction is 134,000.
(Ms Lomax) Yes, they are. Would you like me to (Mr Wells) There is a slight problem because these
write about it or does the Committee want to hear ﬁgures are not seasonally adjusted and you should do
this answer. year on year comparisons.
39. Yes, write, as it is not relevant to this hearing. 50. Can we have the seasonally adjusted year on
(Ms Lomax) I have looked at this. I will write to year ﬁgures then? I am just trying to understand, to
you to explain how they marry up. get to grips with it.
(Mr Wells) If you compare, for example, January40. Thank you very much. Has an estimate been
1997 with January 2002, to try to take account ofmade of the job opportunity cost of the utility sector
seasonal adjustments, then the January 1997 ﬁgurefrom the £5 billion windfall tax which has led to a
was 475,000.cutback in the capital expenditure programme?
When you assess whether this has been a worthwhile 51. And the January 2002 ﬁgure was . . .? That was
programme, has any estimate been made of potential the 253,000.
job losses or opportunity costs of the tax? (Mr Wells) Yes.
(Mr Wells) It was not done either with DfEE or 52. So that does come to 222,000.DWP. I am not sure that it was done within the (Mr Lewis) May I add one thing to what MrWellsTreasury either. I am not sure there is a ﬁgure. has said, which is that those ﬁgures are for all 18 to
24-year-old unemployed people of any duration of41.Howdowe know asMembers of Parliament, in
assessing whether this was a worthwhile thing to do, unemployment. The New Deal normally begins
when somebody has been out of work for six months.whether it is a worthwhile thing to do?
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53. I understand that. (MsLomax) I say that the fact that people will ﬁnd
work anyhow is a feature of any employment(Mr Lewis) If you look at the ﬁgure for 18 to 24-
programme. The evidence of the evaluation is thatyear-olds six-months-plus unemployment in 1997, it
people found work quicker. Some people who wouldwas around 178,000 and the current ﬁgure is 38,600
never have found work found work, but theand that is probably amoremeaningful ﬁgure to look
employability of those people who were helped intoat to see the impact of the New Deal.
work may also have been improved. So over a period
54. I was really looking at this number here. So if of time they have been helped in a way which will
unemployment was 475,000, is that the starting point improve their longer term employment in a way
rather than 397,000? There does seem to be a large which is not captured by these short-term ﬁgures.
diVerence between a seasonally adjusted number and
the actual number, 397,000 and 475,000. 60. You obviously agreed the Report, so you
accept what has been said. It seems tome that if I had(Mr Wells) These are all seasonally unadjusted
been in your position I would not have agreed thenumbers and January is a month when there are
Report. I would have said that here we were withmany unemployed people compared with the rest of
120,000 unemployed, increasing 15,000 to 20,000 athe year because of the seasonal pattern after
month, so it was getting bigger, yet the NAO areChristmas.
saying these people would have got jobs. The
55.Why is it fair then to take a January 1997 ﬁgure numbers were increasing. I would have said I just do
when you say there are all these people coming onto not agree with that.
the lists for seasonal reasons rather than the May (MsLomax) It goes back to the answer I was trying1997 ﬁgure? Why is one intellectually more objective to give to theChairman right at the beginning. It doesthan the other? not mean that the scheme has had no impact. It does
(Mr Wells) Because the ﬁgure you are comparing not mean that it has not improved the employability
is January 2002. You could compare May 1997 with of these people. That was what the scheme was really
May 2001, but that is nearly a year old now. I could about. It was about developing young people so that
give you those ﬁgures. they can participate in a more meaningful way in the
labour market. All employment programmes have56. Yes, please; that would be helpful. What is the
the feature that short term you can say people wouldnumber now, the latest ﬁgure?
have found work anyhow. This scheme relative to(Mr Wells) The number now is January 2002,
other employment programmes has been very253,000.
successful. ‘Deadweight’, as they call it in the trade,
57. Is that the latest ﬁgure? has been rather low.
(Mr Wells) Yes, that is the latest ﬁgure. The May
61. I am on your side.2001 ﬁgure is 233,000 and the May 1997 ﬁgure is
(Ms Lomax) Yes, but I wanted the opportunity to397,000.
say this. Compared with previous schemes we have
58. It would be helpful if we could have a chart run in this country, compared with previous schemes
with all those numbers on. As far as I am concerned of this sort, though this is a bit sui generis, compared
they are the key ﬁgures.1 May I turn to page 3, with other employment programmes which people
paragraph 9 and the numbers there? It says the eVect run in other countries, this has been very successful.
was to reduce youth unemployment between 25,000 Even the ﬁgures quoted here as a bit of a
to 45,000 and to increase youth employment between disappointment are good. They are very good. In
8,000 to 20,000. Why are those numbers diVerent? I Workstart, to take a previous scheme, ‘deadweight’
do not quite understand why they are not exactly the was something like 90 per cent of those who were
same numbers on each line. moved into work. ‘Deadweight’ there was 90 per
(Mr Wells) Not everybody who leaves cent. We are talking here about 50 or 80 per cent
unemployment goes into work. Some of them go which is a good record.
onto the programmes themselves, the Options. In
62. Good, that is great. What I have been trying togeneral, there is a range of other avenues as well as
get you to say is that the NAO are wrong. In myemployment for young people. The biggest is the
constituency youth unemployment is downnumber of people who are on the Government’s
something like 60 per cent and that is a fantastictraining programmes.
achievement in anybody’s terms.
(Ms Lomax) Yes.
Mr Steinberg 63. Why did you accept the statement that they
could have got jobs anyway, because I do not think59. We were told in the Report that in January they could have got jobs anyway?1998 120,000 young people were long-term
(Ms Lomax) Some of the people could never haveunemployed. We were told that every month 15,000
got jobs anyway; possibly some of the people in yourto 20,000 young people became unemployed adding
constituency are in that category. This scheme hasto the numbers and within two and a half years of the
been remarkably successful in virtually eliminatingscheme being introduced, 250,000 youngsters had
long-term unemployment among young people.found work. That is fantastic. That is great. Then the
Report says, which is a bit of a downer, that a lot of 64. Good; that is what I wanted you to say. That
them would have found work anyway. What do you is what I have been trying to get you to say.
say to that? (Ms Lomax) Young people who are unemployed
for more than two years just do not exist any more.
1 Ev 20, Appendix 1. Even in 1997 we were talking about 16,000 in this
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category; if we go back to 1985 we are talking security beneﬁts and higher taxes, quite apart from
169,000. It has just completely cracked a problem the beneﬁts to the earning capacity of the people who
which was a serious problem. have gone through.
(Mr Lewis) In many ways I want to agree with you (Mr Lewis) Inevitably, when we were constructing
because our staV out there, our personal advisers estimates at the very beginning of the programme
believe and have every right to believe that they have one had no track record to go on in terms of how a
done a tremendous job over the last four or ﬁve years programme like this would operate because there had
in delivering the New Deal and 90 per cent of young not been a programme like this. We assumed at the
people say that and say they have hugely valued their beginning, for example, that of 100 per cent of people
relationship with their personal adviser. What we coming onto the programme, roughly 40 per cent, 40
have to remember is that when you move into the out of every 100, would leave during the Gateway
realms of economic analysis, if you have a number of phase of the programme and that 60 per cent would
unemployed people on one day and youmay have the go on into the Option phase, the Option phase being
same number of unemployed people on another day, the more expensive phase inevitably because that is
they are not going to be the same individuals because where there is more intensive assistance. In fact the
some of them will have got jobs the day before, other ﬁgures have turned out to be almost the exact
people will have become unemployed on the next opposite. Sixty per cent have left New Deal during
day. As everyone has said, the NAOReport, NIESR, the Gateway phase and only 40 per cent—in fact
etcetera, it is very hard, it is a seriously diYcult task slightly less—have needed to go into the Options.
to know what would have happened anyway. What That again has been a tribute over time to the success
every personal adviser would say is that they believe of people who have worked on that programme,
there are very few people who have entered the New particularly the personal advisers, in establishing a
Deal who, even if they might have got a job anyway real relationship with individuals.
had the New Deal not existed, have not left the New
Deal better oV than they joined it with more 67. When all the factors are taken into
advantages in the long term as a result of their consideration and paragraphs 3.19 and 3.20 tell us
participation. that for every £5 spent on the New Deal, £3 is
returned to the Treasury, that does not look a bad65. When I walked round the streets in Durham in deal. I also seem to remember reading somewhere1997 canvassing I was not talking about the that the cost per job has been something like £5,000economic results of NewDeal, I was saying to people
per job. Is that right or was I reading it wrongly?that if they elected us, we would put 250,000
(MrWells) As there always is, there have been twoyoungsters to work within ﬁve years. So that was my
estimates of this, one from the NAO and one fromaim as I walked round the streets. What do you
NIESR. They come out at roughly the same number,believe is the most important aim of this particular
£5,000 to £8,000 and £4,000 to £7,000. I should stressscheme? Was it or is it to get 250,000 youngsters oV
though that that is the short-term increase inthe dole and into jobs or was it the aim basically to
employment and is not the overall eVect. It is likely ifcreate more jobs or to have an impact on the macro-
there is an increase in employability that those costseconomy? What was the actual aim of the scheme?
will fall over time.(Ms Lomax) I think it was about getting 250,000
people oV beneﬁt and into work. Why? Because that
68. Have you compared your costs of creating awas going to drive other beneﬁts, some of the things
jobwith let us say TeesideDevelopment Corporationwe have been talking about. It is bad for people to be
who created a number of jobs?out of work. If you want to make people more
(Mr Wells) There is a diVerence in the type ofemployable it is a good idea to put them in work as
programme. This was about helping the long-termthe ﬁrst step and there are some long-term beneﬁts
unemployed into jobs. It was not a job creationabout moving people oV beneﬁt into work. Getting
programme of that type. The employability whichthem into jobs is not the end of the matter, but it is
was mentioned is actually quite important as well asthe beginning of a lot of things that matter a great
the overall increase in employment. I am not suredeal. We do not need to be complicated about this. It
they are directly comparable.was about getting 250,000 oV beneﬁt into work. That
is what the Employment Service focused on and that
69. You should say they are because yours has costis what it achieved by September 2000 with an
£7,000 and theirs cost £36,000 a job.enormous eVort.
(Ms Lomax) If we were doing it on a comparable
66. When I was canvassing I was also saying that basis, we would come out with a much lower number
we would use the windfall proﬁts to do that and that than £7,000 to £8,000 .
there would be £5 billion of windfall proﬁts to use.
70. I am trying to be really helpful here. For theThen I read the Report and think to myself that it
ﬁrst time in three years, I am trying to be reallyseems to have been very cost eVective, because in fact
helpful. Let us move on to page 13, paragraph 2.7the scheme has only cost £1.48 billion over the
andFigure 6.We see here that there are failures in thelifetime of Parliament and it was expected to cost
scheme, there are always failures in any scheme and£3.15 billion. Has it been cost eVective?
that cannot be helped. We see that something like(MsLomax) Yes and the fact that the economy has
600,000 youngsters participated and over 100,000been quite buoyant has been one reason why the
have not found work and that is a failure rate ofmoney has gone further as well. Yes, it has been
something like 18 per cent. What happens to that 18extremely cost eVective. Sixty per cent of the gross
cost of the scheme has come back in lower social per cent?
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(Mr Lewis) They certainly do not simply go number of dimensions. The Policy Studies Institute
through a revolving door back into long-term evaluation to which I was referring actually also
unemployment without anyone seeking to help asked people questions and did have a basic scoring
them further. mechanism.
(Mr Wells) In terms of employability there are71. Do they go back onto beneﬁts?
really two parts: the ﬁrst is that you stay in jobs(Mr Lewis) Yes, they go back onto Jobseeker’s
longer over your working life; the second is that youAllowance if they leave a New Deal Option without
earn more whilst you are in the jobs. Most of thegoing into work, assuming they meet the normal
estimates of employability that we have so far are inentitlement conditions. It is just worth saying in
the very early part of this, the period during the Newanswering your question, again remembering that
Deal. If the New Deal helps to provide a history ofalmost 80 per cent of people entering the New Deal
employment, it may be that over the rest of theirhave one or more labour market disadvantages, that
working life there will be an improvement both init is a remarkable achievement that over 80 per cent
terms of the time they spend in work and the amountof them do not go through the programme a second
of earnings that they will receive.time. Where people do go through the programme a
second time, as I was saying in answer to an earlier 75. I have an open mind about whether the New
question, we try to take account of their experience, Deal was a success or not, but I understand from
the beneﬁts they have gained going through the what Ms Lomax was saying earlier, indeed from
programme the ﬁrst time round. We try to ensure what Tessa Jowell when she was the Employment
that we tailor even more the support that is available Minister said to the Employment Select Committee,
to their individual needs. published in the Fifth Report of the Education and
Employment Committee, “What the New Deal aims72. Out of the 18 per cent how many are illiterate?
to achieve is radical improvement in the(Mr Lewis) We think there are about seven million
employability of young people, giving them theadults in Britain who have a basic skill deﬁciency of
necessary skills which in turn become personal assets,one kind or another and it is true to say that while I
not just to get a job but to stay in work for the restdo not have instant ﬁgures in my head a signiﬁcant
of their lives”. That I understand to be the primarynumber of the people who come onto NewDeal lack
basic skills. purpose and thrust of the New Deal. How are we as
a Committee of Public Accounts to assess whether73. I was the head teacher of a special school a
this has been good value for money or not when thisnumber of years ago and I always remember an
central purpose was not the central focus of what youincident when I was reading the report of a child we
were measuring? It says in the Report on page 13,were admitting which came from a secondary school
paragraph 2.4 , “The nature and quality of jobsand said that this child was useless at French and did
achieved and the progress that young people havenot participate properly. Then when I looked at his
made within employment are not systematicallyrecord, he had a reading age of about six, which
monitored”. In paragraph 2.5, “The Employmentmeant he virtually could not read. So here were
Service does not routinely gather and monitor datasecondary school teachers trying to teach himFrench
on improvements in employability, such as theand he could not read English. It worries me that
number of qualiﬁcations gained”. There are plainlysome of these youngsters are sent on these schemes
some things you mentioned like the ability to holdand frankly they cannot read or write and they are
down a job which are not easily measurable but Ibound to fail. What are we doing about that?
would have thought that the number of(Mr Nicholas) That is why we put in place basic
qualiﬁcations one has, levels of literacy, levels ofskills screening for everybody who comes onto New
numeracy, levels of IT skills and so on, are plainlyDeal to try to identify them right at the beginning.
perfectly measurable, but it does not sound from theThen we can tailor provision for them, steer them
NAOReport that measuring these things has been attowards provision which is heavily biased towards
the heart of your programme.meeting their basic numeracy and literacy needs, so
(MrWells) Holding down a job is one of the thingswe can get those cracked ﬁrst and try to strengthen
you can measure. The increase in employment isthat as we go through so more of them have those
because more people have been in jobs for longer.basic skills needs dealt with right at the beginning
rather than going onto provision which is not Therefore the net eVect in terms of employment is
suitable for them for just that reason. because more people have been in those jobs.
76. What I am really asking is why more of these
things which are relating to employability are notMr Bacon
being measured?
74. You were talking about your multi-faceted (Mr Wells) There is some consideration in things
evaluation strategy. I was listening with interest to like the Policy Studies Institute Report to seewhether
your answers to Mr Rendel about measuring there is an improvement during the period we were
employability. I too found it odd and there are looking at it. The results of the PSI Report that there
several references in the Report to the fact that a lot was an improvement in employability in the short
of things are not measured. Could you say what are run.
the characteristics of employability?
77. It says in the NAO Report, “The Employment(Ms Lomax) The ability to hold a job, the ability
Service does not routinely gather and monitor datato progress in a job, the qualiﬁcations, skills, the
on improvements in employability”; that is what theability to earn more, the ability if unemployed or
having lost a job to get another one quickly, a NAO Report says.
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(Mr Lewis) That is because of the inherent 80. May I quickly keep ﬂogging this horse,
evaluation, a little bit more and hopefully kill it? I amdiYculty of gathering data on things which are not
routinely available. It is very hard to gather data content, from what I read in the National Audit
OYce Report, that more could be being done toroutinely without imposing enormous burdens on
employers onwhat has happened to every one of over measure and evaluate and it seems to me odd that
you would set up a programme the fundamental aimone quarter of amillion people who have been placed
into a job. of which you could not measure from the outset. It
does say in the National Audit OYce Report in
78. Do you accept that there is a range of measures paragraph 2.18, “The quality of information on the
of employability which you could be measuring but programme’s performance and outcomes would be
you are not measuring? improved if the Employment Service was better able
(Mr Lewis) No, I do not accept that. As part of to identify the subsequent labour market activity”. I
what has been a hugely comprehensive evaluation am looking forward to hearing the greater detail that
strategy, we have, through a whole range of you say will hopefully come as a result of the
measures, sought to evaluate whether those Employment Bill. One quick question about
employability gains which are indeed a very clearly paragraph 2.13 which says, “Thirty per cent of
desired outcome of the programme have been made, leavers from the programme have no recorded
indeed the NAO Report itself says that there is known destination”. What happens to them or what
evidence to suggest that the long-term employability do you think happens to them and why do you lose
for most young people who have participated in the them?
programme has improved. That evidence is primarily (MsLomax) A lot of them go into jobs but they are
the evidence we have gathered ourselves through the not recorded as jobs, for reasons which Leigh can
evaluation programme. We have actually gone to explain.
considerable lengths, as part of a very, very major (Mr Lewis) We do know a great deal and we have
evaluation programme, to seek and ﬁnd evidence as done two major surveys.
to whether people’s longer term employability has or
81. Do you mean you know a great deal about thehas not improved.
ﬂow out?
79. I am not just making this up myself, although (Mr Lewis) Yes; about the 30 per cent of leavers to
it is an opinion I am inclined to have from what I so-called unknown destinations. It is worth saying
have read. The Report I referred to of the Education that this arises because when someone stops claiming
and Employment Committee itself concluded, a social security beneﬁt they are not required to tell
paragraph 17 on page viii, of the Fifth Report, “It is us what has happened, where they have gone. They
perhaps surprising then”, given what Tessa Jowell, can just stop claiming and no longer appear in our
the thenMinister said about the fundamental aims of oYces. We have conducted two major surveys in
the New Deal, “that much of the evaluation of the 1999 and 2001 and they have both involved an
New Deal for Young People is centred around extensive programme of surveying people who had
measuring decreases in youth unemployment and left, trying to contact them to ﬁnd out what had
increases in youth employment rather than measures happened to them.
which attempt to assess increases in employability.
82. Would you mind sending us a note with a bitWe accept that the overall target for the New Deal is
more detail about that?not to make participants job ready, but to help them
into sustained employment. The evaluation (Mr Lewis) Yes, I will. The headline ﬁgure is that
in each case 56 per cent of those people had goneprogramme also needs to take into account
improvements in employability which result from into jobs.2
participation in the programme but which may not 83. Paragraph 3.19 of the Report says that theresult in employment in the short term”. Treasury allocated £3.15 billion for this programme(Ms Lomax) The way in which we evaluate the and that “. . . for every £5 spent on the New Deal forNew Deal and the way in which we measure Young People about £3 is returned to the Exchequeremployability is going to develop. I do not think that through savings on beneﬁts and increased taxanybody is being defeatist about this. I referred revenue”. I make that that for every £3.15 billion youearlier, in answering questions from Mr Rendel, to spend you get £1.89 billion back leaving a net cost tothe Employment Bill which is going through the Exchequer of £1.26 billion, which I do not squareParliament at the moment. It has a clause in it which with £140 million. Does that mean that not all theis designed to improve our ability to link £3.15 billion has been spent yet?Employment Service data with Inland Revenue data (Ms Lomax) It has not all been spent yet and alsoprecisely to improve our ability to track people after the £140million is a per annum ﬁgure and not a total.they have gone into work, so that we can see what
happens to their earnings record. We will improve 84. Yes, but over the ﬁve years of this Government
our ability to follow people through, but what Mr it is £700 million.
Lewis says is relevant: we have to do it in a way which (Ms Lomax) How much have we spent? About
is reasonably focused and cost eVective. Evaluating half. On a UK basis it is about £1.2 billion so far.
New Deal is already a huge industry, it really is and
85. One other question about the cost ofthere are potential burdens on employers and
evaluation. It says in the Education andEmploymenteverybody else in adding to it. We need to be
Committee Report, admittedly a year ago, that £4convinced we are focusing on the right things.
million to date has been spent on evaluating the
The Committee suspended from 17.27 pm to 17.37
2 Ev 21-22, Appendix 1.pm for a division in the House.
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programme, representing some £7 per New Deal Mr Jenkins
participant. That was a year ago. Could you saywhat
90. I thought employability was quite anthe total cost of evaluation so far is to date?
acceptable concept in so far as it was to meet a(Mr Wells) It is the same number. That was the
market demand for a skill at the required level and atcost of the evaluated programme.
an agreed price. What variables we have in that are
pretty easily categorised. From the time I have spent
with the Tamworth oYce on theNewDeal I can only86. When you say it is the same number, do you
say that the New Deal transformed the morale of themean there has been no evaluation in the last 12
staV and the level of motivation of the staV. Nomonths?
longer were they just giving someone a number and(Mr Wells) No, but the money was spelt out in the
saying “Stand in line”; they believed they were doing£4 million. The £4 million includes the continued
the job they had been employed to do, helping youngevaluation this year.
people. I am not surprised young people liked it
because maybe for the ﬁrst time in their life they had
87. So when this was published inMarch 2001 and someone who sat down, listened to them and had
it said “The total cost of the Government’s total interest in them and were there to assist them,
evaluation programme to date”, presumably to so this feedback is to be expected. The big diVerence
March 2001, “has been £4 million”— of course is that unemployment numbers are down.
(Ms Lomax) My understanding is that that £4 In some respects I ﬁnd it churlish if someone says that
million applies to the budget for the evaluation over the economy is doing well. Yes, but that was not an
the period 1998–2002, which will be an ongoing accident, we had to work hard at it, so let us take
programme. It may well all have been committed by credit on both fronts, shall we? We did get the
March 2001 but the research is ongoing. numbers down through a number of competing
programmes. I hope literacy and numeracy will be
better in future, because I hope that when the88. Seven pounds per New Deal participant primary school programme is transferred into thesounds quite cheap. If you are spending £3.15 billion, secondary school we do not get the numbers leaving£4 million is obviously very, very small. If a charity with such a poor level of numeracy and literacy. Onewere spending that proportion on administration of the things I do ﬁnd diYcult and I cannot ﬁnd in thethey would be hymned to the rooftops, would they Report and no-one has asked it yet, is thatnot? Have you thought about spending a bit more on
unemployment is about the number of jobs availableevaluation to get some more accurate data? The
and it is a lot harder to ﬁnd a job in some of theNAO criticises the Employment Service for not
Yorkshire coal mining areas than it is in some of thehaving enough data.
peripheral towns around London like Slough or(Ms Lomax) We are spending more all the time. Swindon. When you say that one third of theBasically it is not administration, this is on top of youngsters have barriers to employment, yes, butadministration, this is evaluation. It is an enormously some of those barriers are that there are no jobs inelaborate programme by the standards of most their areas or region so it is very, very diYcult to getevaluation. The results have been fed back into young people into work. If there are employers whopolicy as we went along. We will spend what we need want employees they will take people with lowerto spend to improve the policy. levels of skill to ﬁll the jobs. There are certain areas
where schools do better at retaining youngsters to the
sixth form and sending them oV to university. To me89. I want to place on record that I am not very
it seems fairly obvious and should be part and parcelsatisﬁed with the answers about measuring
of the programme. I notice in the programme thereemployability. While I accept a lot of what has been
are subsidised jobs or subsidised work opportunitiessaid, it does seem to me that there are many
when we get to the harder people to place. Icharacteristics of employability which can be
measured, like literacy, numeracy, IT skills, remember a few years ago people working for the
qualiﬁcations and so on. It is disappointing to me local authority were almost ring-fenced; they were
that more of that was not done from the outset. I people we would now call educationally sub-normal,
hope that more will be done from now on. illiterate, innumerate and they had jobs in the local
authority and they did very, very good jobs. They(MsLomax)May I elaborate a little on what I said
turned up regularly and they were very worthwhilebefore the break, which is that in order to obtain this
employees. Then the rules changed to become moreinformation it has to be got from someone somehow,
competitive and they could not compete and theyby surveying ﬁrms, by requesting information from
were put on the scrap heap and that is what happenedindividuals? It is not information which naturally
to us as a society. So even with this small amount ofcomes to the Employment Service once someone has
money we cannot cure all society’s ills. I think wegone into work. There is a real issue about what is an
should say that loud and clear. Do you think as aappropriate burden of requests for information,
particularly from small ﬁrms. society, as a Government, we should start to look at
creating ring-fenced employment opportunitiesMr Bacon: I accept that, but £4 million out of £1.5
within our services?billion spent so far does not sound like a huge burden
(Mr Lewis) In many ways that is a question foras a percentage. I only make the point in conclusion
Ministers and Parliament and not for us as civilthat there is an old saying “If you can’t measure it,
servants. One thing I would say is that I would justyou can’t manage it”. It seems to me that should be
echo a great deal of what you said in your questionthere at the inception of any Government
programme involving this sort of expenditure. about the impact on the motivation of staV and on
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the motivation of young people. I do not think many There is no doubt that there have been some
underlying variances in performance and, as theof the young people I have met on the New Deal—
and I have met a great many—want in a sense to be Report from the NAO points out, we have gone to
great lengths to try to even those out and bringcharacterised as a problem person. They want to feel
that they are going to be given an opportunity to poorer performers up to the level of the best. I do not
want either to engage in self-congratulation. I knowshow what they can do. The great strength of New
Deal has been that with the more active support of better than anyone that there are areas where we can
still improve and should. What I do take comfortpersonal advisers and other members of staV and
other organisations than we have ever been able to from is the conclusion in the NAO Report that
actually the action taken by the Employment ServiceoVer before, more young people have been able to
demonstrate to employers that they have what it to improve performance has reduced local variations
to the extent possible and the programme had largelytakes on merit to get the job with that employer and
retain it and leave on a Friday evening with their pay, reached its limit for a reasonably attainable
improvement by March of last year.with their heads held high. That has been the great
strength of the NewDeal and I do not think there are
93. So you ﬁnd a 15 per cent diVerential betweenthat many people who want to be put into a category
the best and the worst acceptable. It seems to me thatmarked “problem case”.
for those poor people out there, the long-term
91.When these people disappearwithout trace and unemployed youths, to be served by an oYce which
for all you know they could go into prison and come is under-performing by as much as 15 per cent
back a couple of years later, that is a diYcult one relative to the best is a rather upsetting prospect, is it
which you maybe cannot know, but one thing you not? I think your response is somewhat complacent.
can know is when they disappear onto another (MrLewis) I should not like tomake clear that that
beneﬁt, a disability beneﬁt. Do you not ask yourself was not what I was saying in any degree, because I do
why they are on the New Deal to start with? not think it is acceptable for a single person to be
(Mr Lewis) Yes, we tend to do that. Sometimes it long-term unemployed if we can seriously do
is because genuinely people’s circumstances change. something to help them address that. The issue is at
To give an obvious example, a young woman may one level below that. It is to what extent those
come ontoNewDeal and thenmay become pregnant variations in performance are because of
andmay qualify for Income Support as a lone parent; unacceptable diVerentials in performance between
people’s circumstances can change. There are diVerent units of delivery and to what extent they
instances where people might not have been on the reﬂect other factors underlying labour market
right beneﬁt to start with because they might not conditions. I think what the NAOReport is saying is
have been available for work or actively seeking it. that it is the latter much more than the former which
One facet of theNewDeal has undoubtedly been that gives rise to those diVerences in performance.
in some cases it has helped people to qualify for the
94. I am not sure whether it is saying that or not.beneﬁt they were more accurately entitled to receive.
There has been an attempt to take out the signiﬁcant(MrWells) I should say that the numbers going on
variables so that we are comparing like with like andto beneﬁt are a gross number. There will always be
there are still substantial diVerences. Sincepeople moving between beneﬁts and that is a feature
government is really about prioritising I just want toof all beneﬁts. It does not necessarily mean that
try to understand one thing, which is the following.because people move onto another beneﬁt it is
The normal way that an accountant or an auditorbecause of the New Deal.
would measure the performance of a unit of delivery
such as these would be to apply some ﬁnancial
calculations as well as outputs, because at the end ofJon Trickett
the day if we are spending a lot of money to achieve
92. I do not want to ask questions which will elicit an output relative to another organisation, we are
fairly self-congratulatory responses, because it is not necessarily very eVective. I wonder whether I can
axiomatic that the New Deal, at least in my ask the National Audit OYce whether or not they
philosophy, was a good thing. I do think that there bothered tomake an analysis of the cost per unit. No,
are unacceptable variations across the country in the you did not. Why not?
performance of your oYcials and I want to try to (Mr Jones) The cost does not vary very much
tackle that. The ﬁrst thing to say is that there is between units. We were just looking at the
obviously a correlation between the diYculty of a performance in terms of putting people into jobs.
particular labour market and the performance of the
95. Is that correct?units of delivery which you are using to deliver the
New Deal. Even taking that into account, the table (Mr Lewis) Inevitably there are some costs which
do vary between diVerent units of delivery where weon page 38 indicates very substantial variations and
I want to ask how you account for those variations are putting in place more intensive provision. What I
would say, without seeking for one moment toand whether you think they are as unacceptable as
I do. suggest we have been complacent about this issue, is
that the Report sets out on page 24 a whole set of(Mr Lewis) Let me say something ﬁrst. We have
means by which the Employment Service sought tospent a great deal of time since the programme was
stimulate improved performance by individual unitsinitiated looking at variations in performance
of delivery. I do not think I have ever lived throughbetween units of delivery and we have gone to great
a period in which we subjected units of delivery andlengths to try to ensure that we were comparing like
individual leaders and managers in the organisationwith like by putting units together in what we have
called clusters of similar labour market conditions. to more intense scrutiny.
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96. Nevertheless, you do have these variations £5,000 to £8,000 and £4,000 to £7,000 and you said
no. My further questioning seemed to be eliciting awhich I think are unaccounted for. I want to try to
understand, because I represent an area which is an slightly diVerent response. I am not quite clear now
whether you are stonewalling me or not. Could youextremely diYcult labour market, the diVerences in
ﬁnancial provision. It is much easier to get people indicate to me in a few words what you believe the
variations are in cost?into work in some areas than in others. I just want to
understand whether there are variations because the (Mr Wells) May I mention the diVerence between
NAO seem to say that there were no substantial gross and net costs? The gross costs, the costs of
variations between diVerent units of delivery dealing with each individual young person, will be
presumably working in very diYcult conditions and greater for the reasons Mr Lewis has given. The
some in less diYcult conditions.Without givingme a- numbers you mentioned of £5,000 to £8,000 are
long-winded answer can you try to explain tome how actually the eVect of everything going through.
that diVerential distribution of ﬁnances is calculated?
101. If you do not mind me interrupting you, I(Mr Lewis) The very simple answer is that in areas
think you are on the wrong track there. What I amwhich have much higher levels of unemployment,
trying to do is get a gauge of two things: one is thatthere is increased provision both in terms of the
the governance of this whole scheme dependsnumber of personal advisers, in terms of the amount
crucially on our capacity to get the most diYcultof provision under theOptions. Somore will be spent
people back into work and therefore one would havein those areas than in areas where unemployment is
thought that somewhere along the line someoneseriously down.
would make a decision to put more money into those
97. That implies that the average cost per job at areas where there are multiple problems relative to
between £5,000 and £8,000 or between £4,000 and other areas. I am afraid you are not really giving me
7,000 varies considerably between labour markets. Is a very straightforward answer.
that correct? (Ms Lomax) Is it worth mentioning that this is not
(Mr Lewis) No, it is not necessarily because that is the beginning and the end of all the welfare to work
saying we will put more provision into area A than provision there is for deprived areas? We have not
area B but that will normally reﬂect that there are talked about Action Teams for Jobs, we have not
more young unemployed people in area A than in talked about Progress to Work, we have not talked
area B. It does not necessarily imply that the units about Step Up. There is an enormous number of
will be diVerent. other schemes which areas like your constituencywill
beneﬁt disproportionately from, which are targeted98. It seems to me that this is crucial to the
on exactly those hard to help. Just looking at this sortgovernance of this whole project and its capacity to
of data at the back is not giving you a measure of thedeliver or not. Are ﬁnancial allocationsmade relating
help which is available.to the number of long-term unemployed rather than
to their employability or lack of employability? 102. It is data which you have provided.
(Mr Lewis) The basic allocation is made in respect (Ms Lomax) Yes, but we are just taking a slice of
of the number of long-term young unemployed what is going on here. It is not the whole story.
people in an area. That is the starting point.
103. If we are saying that the eYcacy of the New99. That might account for some of the variations Deal depends on all kinds of other hidden projects,here, might it? Not wishing at all to denigrate the that is a very signiﬁcant statement.What I want to bepeople I represent who I think are wonderful, as we able to do is to judge the performance as aall do in our constituencies, we have acute problems constituency Member of Parliament ﬁrst of all butin my constituency. Am I to understand that the then as a member of this Committee, to judge theamount of money per young person in an area like eYcacy in expenditure terms of my own units ofmine would be the same as the amount of money delivery and tomeasure it against the average and theallocated for each young unemployed person in a expectations which you have and then to see whetherplace in the more aZuent South East? or not any ﬁnancial judgement is made as to the(Mr Lewis) No. What I was saying was that that is eYcacy of the units of delivery. The only informationthe starting point of the allocation process but is not you have provided for us is what is in front of usnecessarily the ﬁnish point of the allocation process. which you say in any event is misleading. I think IIn an area which has a higher concentration, for have made the point but it would be useful, if otherexample, with people with particular problems, say members of the Committee are interested, because ithomelessness or addiction or whatever it might be, is a signiﬁcant discussion, to see some note whichthen we would tend to have greater provision speciﬁes the amounts of variation per output acrossavailable in that area. That greater provision tends to the units of delivery. Is that okay?have a high unit cost and that would tend to mean (Mr Lewis) Yes.that there would be a higher expenditure per
(Ms Lomax) Yes; certainly.3individual in that area.
104.May I just move on to another question about100. When I asked the NAO why an analysis was
units of delivery? I see that you privatised ten units ofnot done of the unit cost to measure against outputs
delivery. Can you tell us the circumstances which laybecause we have used measures or outputs rather
behind the privatisation since they do not seem to bethan the cost of outputs, the NAO’s response seemed
working any better or any worse than the publicto be that they did not look at it on the understanding
sector providers?that there was not a great deal of variation. It now
appears that there is some variation. I then tried to
3 Ev 23, Appendix 1.ask you whether there was a great variation in the
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(Mr Lewis) Ministers concluded that it would not Geraint Davies
be right to see a single delivery model, so they took a 112. May I ﬁrst of all ask the NAO why it is thatdecision early on in the life of the New Deal that in we have no regional breakdown of the impact of theten areas private or voluntary sector organisations New Deal in this Report?would be invited to lead the delivery of New Deal. (Sir John Bourn) I recognise that the Report couldYou are right to say that we have done a good deal usefully have been developed in such a way as toof evaluation which suggests that while there are provide this.individual variations, overall the performance of the
113. Presumably the reason it is not in the Reportprivate sector led New Deal areas and public sector
is that it was not asked for or was it because you didled New Deal areas has been similar.
not think to provide it?
105. I am interested in the distribution of ﬁnance, (Ms Lomax) This is the NAO’s Report.since I think that is the core to everything. I should
114. The point I want to move to is that the issuejust say that it is surprising that is not in this Report.
here is how many of these jobs would have beenIn terms of the private providers, how have you
created anyway by the economic upturn and thedecided how much money they should receive per
reality as we all know is that there is enormousunit of output or per number of people unemployed
regional variation in levels of economic performancein the area?
and change and therefore in so far as there has been(Mr Nicholas) We contracted them with some
a relative boom in the South East if we ﬁnd anincentives to increase the number of young people
enormous proportion of these jobs are there and notgoing to work. So if they get more young people into
in the North, the real challenge for the New Deal iswork they receive more money as a result. Broadly
the regional impact. Mr Wells, I understand you arethe costs available to them are the same as those
a bit of an expert in this area.available across the country as a whole.
(Mr Wells) The growth in employment has been
106. Have we ever bothered to measure, since we relatively evenly spread across the country. Overall
have not bothered to tell the Committee, whether or there has been roughly the same growth inmost areas
not they are performing as well ﬁnancially as the of the country with the areas with the lowest
public sector comparators? Is that something we employment rates tending to do slightly better than
have ever measured? the other areas.
(Mr Nicholas) Yes, our understanding is that the
115.Might it be possible to provide the Committeecost is slightly higher per job in the private sector
with some breakdown on that? I think people wouldones, but broadly comparable.
be interested.
107. But slightly higher. (Mr Wells) Yes; certainly.4
(Mr Nicholas) That is my understanding.
116. I am very glad to hear that.
108. Are the providers using diVerent (Mr Wells) It is also true that the areas which
methodologies? appear to do relatively badly in terms of the units of
(Mr Nicholas) Yes, some of them do. They have delivery tend not to be geographically concentrated.
diVerent combinations of the numbers of personal They tend to be concentrated in the middle of cities
advisers, how much they rely on training, how much or urban areas with London as a particular example
they rely on job subsidies. They have ﬂexibility to put of the tail of the graphwewere talking about. It is not
together the provision they see is right for the clients actually the distribution across the country. The
in their area. clusters were chosen more to do with the types of the
labour market.109. Do the public sector comparators have the
same capacity to be ﬂexible? 117. Anyway you can provide the regional data if
we want it.(Mr Nicholas) There are areas of methodology
where the private sector ones have from the outset (Mr Wells) Yes.
had greater ﬂexibility. We are learning from the way 118. Do not misunderstand me, I am very pleasedthey use those ﬂexibilities in things likeAction Teams with what has happened in the New Deal and thisin the public sector so that we can draw all the more Report and I think you have done a wonderful job. Iﬂexible models for staV throughout the organisation. just want to ask some questions. Something like
340,000 have participated in New Deal and we have110. Notwithstanding the fact that there are fewer
generated something in the order of 30,000regulatory impositions on the private sector and that
sustainable jobs. Is that right? Have I got this wrong?they have tried other methodologies, they are
(Ms Lomax) Something like 700,000 people haveactually more expensive and not producing any
participated in the New Deal and about 340,000additional outputs relative to the public sector. Is
young people have actually gone into jobs.that a reasonable summary of what you have said?
(Mr Nicholas) The comparison is that they are 119. I am confusing things. Something like 340,000
broadly in the same position as the public sector are doing this and the National Institute of
ones. Economic and Social Research suggest these various
ﬁgures for the marginal extra jobs which have been111. Notwithstanding the fact that they have fewer
created which would not have otherwise beenimpositions on them in terms of the regime which
created. I hope therefore I cannot conclude that thosethey must use and notwithstanding the fact that they
people who would have got a job anyway haveare more expensive than the public sector. Is that
also true?
4 Ev 23-25, Appendix 1.(Mr Nicholas) Yes, that is broadly true.
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inadvertently been stopped from getting a job by (Mr Lewis) Yes, we are in one absolutely key sense
and that is normally people will not be able to beneﬁtbeing put in the New Deal but in fact what we have
done is put them in the New Deal, they would have from the New Deal during their ﬁrst six months of
unemployment. That is not the case with someonegot a job otherwise and we have just lost a lot of tax.
leaving a custodial sentence, who is able to join the(Mr Lewis) Not at all and indeed one of the
New Deal straightaway. In other ways we will beﬁndings of the National Institute, and this was up to
putting in diVerentially increased investment.March 2001, was a much higher ﬁgure of 60,000
young people leaving unemployment for a job more 124. Is it correct that you can only start your Newquickly than they would otherwise have done. Deal after you have left prison?(MsLomax) People still have to go on doing active
(Mr Lewis) No.job search when they are on the New Deal. You do
not get relieved of the need to look for a job. 125. Can they start straightaway or do they start
in prison?120. If you are on the New Deal and you get a job
(MrLewis) Actually the programmeswe have beenyou just break out.
piloting with the Prison Service have been helping(Ms Lomax) Yes; you go. That is one reason why
people from before they actually step out through theyou might not go all the way through.
prison doors so that in their last few weeks and
121. It seems tome the two basic values of the New months in the prison serving a custodial sentence,
Deal are ﬁrstly preparing people and getting people they are already working in ways which can help
to get a job through getting them into work habits, them.
giving them skills, getting them into a job; secondly,
126. Good. What about before they step throughincreasing their productivity in the labour market
the prison doors? What I mean is that 75 per cent ofitself. Do we have any reliable measures of added
people in prison have been permanently excludedvalue productivity in terms of moving people from
from school. They get about ﬁve or six hoursthis level to that level, or is that rather diYcult?
education a week. Obviously this is a bit premature,(Mr Wells) It is rather diYcult. An attempt was
but some of them are hanging around nickingmobilemade in the National Institute and they did suggest
phones some of the time.Has any thought been giventhat there may be an increase in productivity in the
now, as we have got rid of a lot of the New Dealfuture. However, it was very much that sort of caveat
people successfully and put them in the market, andridden conclusion.
you have these training resources, institution, which
122. When you do your cost beneﬁt analysis how actually work, to somehow refocusing on some of
do you compare this person now going into lowwage these other cases which would be socially valuable?
employment with a situation where they are beneﬁt (Mr Lewis) One of the initiatives we are taking
recipients and you get these net gains? If you within the development of New Deal is to reach out
subdivide these into diVerent groupings and you to a group of people who do not at the moment
take, for argument’s sake, people who have come necessarily even come near the beneﬁt system and
from prison, my understanding is that people in claim beneﬁt but are living in other ways, to try ﬁrst
prison are costing £34,000 a year, then within a of all to make contact with them and secondly to
couple of years of coming out of prison 25 per cent of oVer them this kind of support.
the men re-oVend, etcetera, and there are the costs of (Mr Nicholas) We have done a lot of very good
crime and this sort of thing. If you look at that work with the rough sleepers unit to bring people
category of people who have been in prison, there who are completely outside the beneﬁt system and at
must be an enormous value in getting them back into risk into our oYces or into dealing with advisers so
work and an enormous cost if they do not go into that they can become part of the system and
work. In the ﬁgure work we have seen, are those sorts supported into work. The New Deal does not go
of costs factored in or not? back into people underneath the age of 18; there are
(Ms Lomax) No. no proposals for doing that.
(Mr Lewis) We have not done that very detailed
127. Is it possible to look at those, or do you havekind of analysis. What I would say actually is that
to have Ministers? You could presumably say youwithin the overall framework of the New Deal, we
have all these facilities for helping people, here is ahave worked very closely with the Prison Service and
group which could be helped or would that beother organisations like NACRO precisely to try to
inappropriate?ensure that young people in this age group, leaving a
(MrNicholas) What we are doing, with the growthcustodial sentence, are able to come straight onto the
of the Connextions Service, which is the advisoryNew Deal.
service for 14 to 19-year-olds which focuses
123. What I guess I am moving towards is that particularly on those who have most disadvantage is
there would be a strong argument for diVerential to strengthen the links so that people who have a
investment levels in problem cases, in particular Connextions Service adviser canmove smoothly into
those who have a very high social cost if left to go support from the New Deal personal adviser when
down the wrong track in terms of drugs and crime they get to the age of 18. So there is no break there.
and that sort of thing. Am I right to say that given the We build on what support they have had before the
success in the easier to manage people and at an age of 18 as well. We try to get a seamless service.
easier to manage time we are now re-focusing the
actual level of investment at these hard cases? I do 128. I have been putting my questions into how
you could move out your target and backwards innot know whether you have any information about
prisons but are you putting extra resource into time into the education system. Conversely, one
could argue, in so far as you are picking up numeracyprisons versus normal people?
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and literacy problems some of the characteristics of 133. Page 7, Figure 1 gives a basic list of problems
the people you are dealing with are that they have people may have, criminal records, behavioural or
been failed by the education system. So you are mental problems, these sorts of things. As we move
spending whatever it is, £5,000 a job or £3,500 a from the easier to employ to the hard core people
person, whatever it is, on these people, but would who are more diYcult and given the need for
thatmoney be better spent in some instances on these employer involvement and engagement, what
people earlier on in schools? I am not trying to take guarantees for compensation can you give to
your budget away. prospective employers who take on one of your
(Ms Lomax) The return on spending money is people? Say this person has been in prison, has had
better the sooner you get them. That is why so much drug problems and you are telling the employer you
money is going into SureStart and initiatives like have added value and changed them for life, but they
that. You cannot just write oV these people who have might come along and steal something ormess up the
reached 18. job or whatever it is and cause a problem and the
employer does not want to take a risk. Is there129. The advantage we have with your system is
anything you can give him, if something goes wrongthat when they come to you they are individually
can you compensate him?assessed and targeted with training and resources,
(Mr Lewis) What we have been trying to dowhereas some of these people have been neglected in
increasingly through the New Deal is have a verythe back of classrooms and that £3,500 is being
grown-up and honest conversation with employerspushed at them when formerly it was just an
so that we talk about some of the young peopleaggregate amount of money in a class. Is that a
coming through the New Deal and theirreasonable point?
backgrounds and their circumstances, etcetera.(MsLomax) Some of the education system has not
There are many more employers than one might atproduced the result it needed to. I also think the other
ﬁrst sight imagine who are prepared to consider, forthing the New Deal is doing, which we have not
example, employing somebody who is an ex oVendertalked about, is connecting with employers, what
as long as they are clear that that is the case, as longemployers want. Sometimes people may have got
as they are clear that that young person, throughbasic skills but they are not work ready inmany other
their participation in the New Deal wants to comecrucial ways. One of the key things the NewDeal has
and work for that employer.done is get employers involved in specifying what
they want. 134. I understand that but if I am an employer who
has taken on this bloke who has been inside for doing130. I shall move on to that. I am glad you started
various things and my worry is that he is going totalking about that. Basically there is a diVerence
cause problems on the shopﬂoor or steal things, if hebetween the micro interest of the individual, what
they need, and the macro interest of the marketplace, does, what comeback have I got against you
the skills shortage and therefore how to train these otherwise I am not going ahead?
people. To what extent are you getting people in (Mr Lewis) No, we do not operate in that way. We
these Gateways and thinking in terms of market do not operate like that, just as we do not right across
needs of adjusting that to them rather than saying our business. In the end the responsibility lies with an
okay, you have a skills gap here and let us hope it ﬁts employer.
the marketplace. (Ms Lomax) I absolutely agree with what Mr
(Mr Lewis) We are trying to operate in two ways. Lewis has said. We cannot get into the business of
This has developed as the New Deal has gone on guaranteeing the performance of people. At the end
through theGateway toWork courses.We have been of the day employers have to take responsibility for
trying to ensure that people have those softer, but the ones they have. We are not in the business of
absolutely critical skills which employers call for and trying to shove people onto them that they really do
require. In one sense skills is almost the wrong word, not want. That does not work. What we have to ﬁnd
it is the ability if the business opens at nine o’clock in out is what they want.
the morning to be there at nine o’clock, to be well
turned out, to be polite to the customer, etcetera. 135. Let us say you have got someone you believe
These are absolutely critical things which employers is a person who is ﬁt to work and is a reliable person
want and they expect in anyone they are going to but has had an unfortunate background maybe due
recruit. Those characteristics are not necessarily to an unfortunate family background and all the rest
there in young people on the day they come through of it and who has come good through the New Deal.
our doors. You have spent all this money on them and you are
trying to place them in employment and people just131. Basically the idea of work habits and all the say they do not want to know anything about it.rest of it. What do you do?(Ms Lomax) Yes.
(Mr Lewis) One thing we do have to oVer and we
have oVered it increasingly as part of the New Deal132. Normal standards of behaviour in work after
programme and more widely is the work trialhaving a long period out of it.
programme which allows an employer to take(Mr Lewis) That is absolutely fundamental. What
someone for three weeks. They remain on theirwe have also been doing, without going on at great
Jobseeker’s Allowance, they do not become anlength, is trying to work and increasingly we are
employee, but the employer has three weeks’working with individual sectors like retail,
experience of that individual actually working forconstruction, energy, to tailor our Gateway so that it
reﬂects the speciﬁc needs of those sectors. them. That has been one of our successful
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programmes with a very high number of young Indian men, for example, and Afro-Caribbean
women do rather well. It is not an homogeneouspeople taken on as employees at the end of that
period. group.
(Mr Nicholas) We are putting more money into136. Is there any ethnicity issue by region in that and new provision for Outreach to work withgeneral terms? communities is coming into play nextmonth, focused(Ms Lomax) This is not a question which can be particularly on the ﬁve conurbations with the biggestanswered brieﬂy. It is quite a diYcult question. On concentrations of ethnic minorities.the face of it yes, the job outcomes for ethnic
minorities are not as good as for white participants.
If you correct for where ethnic minorities live, it is
much closer: something like 97 per cent of the Mr Davidson
outcome for whites. I would not be complacent
about that and I would not be satisﬁed with it. There 139. May I raise the question of the ﬁfth Option
is an ethnicity issue, but the scale of it is something and the numbers who have chosen that? We have
you can debate. been congratulating ourselves, I think quite rightly,
(Mr Lewis) I sense the Committee is not at this on all the successes but theGovernment made it clear
moment looking for a long exposition of this. Let me that they did not want to have a ﬁfth Option. It is
simply say that this has been an issue which has been certainly my impression in my constituency that
absolutely very high on our agenda from the very there are many youngsters who have just dropped
early days of New Deal, how to try to ensure that out altogether. Could you give me a feel for the
New Deal participants from ethnic minorities do numbers involved and the distribution?
secure at least the same outcomes as their white (Mr Nicholas) There are two issues there. The ﬁrst
counterparts. We have gone to enormous lengths in is that there is no ﬁfth Option of remaining on
a whole variety of ways to try to secure that outcome. Jobseeker’s Allowance and not doing anything.
(Ms Lomax) That is actually one of the novel There is the Option of course of signing oV and we
features of the New Deal. Previous employment talked earlier on about the follow-up we have done
programmes have not had that focus on the ethnic to see where people go and the proportions who go
dimension. It is fairly early days. into work. We have a series of sanction triggers for
people who try to stay on Jobseeker’s Allowance and137. Are you saying that other things being equal
not take advantage of the New Deal and those werewe get the same sort of outcome, or other things
strengthened almost two years ago. There is a smallbeing equal we do not?
proportion of people, 0.2 per cent of people, who(Mr Lewis) I know you would like a yes or no
have been on the programme who have suVered aanswer to that. The answer is more complex and this
series of beneﬁt sanctions so that they cannot take theis a very complex subject. On the face of it young
decision to stay on JSA and not take part. In thepeople from ethnic minorities do not secure the same
researchwe have done a number of them said that thelevel of outcomes, particularly in terms of job entries,
threat of losing their beneﬁt was the impetus.as people who are not from ethnic minorities. When
you correct that for some of the other factors, where 140. I accept the Government’s line that the ﬁfth
they live and those labourmarkets, then it appears to Option should not be remaining on beneﬁt and not
become more equal. Everyone who has worked on doing anything and has been cut oV but in my own
theNewDeal would say that that is not a reason why area I have the impression that there is a much larger
we can aVord to take our eye oV this issue and grouping of youngsters than I would wish to see who
become complacent about it. We are going on have been successfully forced oV Jobseeker’s
looking to try to ensure that the outcomes which Allowance, but they have not gone into the
ethnic minority young people secure on the programme, they have just vanished. They have gone
programme are genuinely the equal of their white into crime, they have gone into a whole number of
counterparts. other areas of economic activity and I am not clear
(Ms Lomax) Of course it varies from ethnic what is being done either to follow them up or try to
minority to ethnic minority and according to gender attract them in some meaningful way.
and all the rest of it. A huge tome came out from the (Mr Wells) That is one of the reasons why there
Cabinet OYce a couple of weeks ago, which we were were these big surveys of the unknown destinations.
involved in producing on research into the labour The results from the unknown destination surveys domarket and ethnicity. It is a very complicated story not suggest that there are substantial numbers whoon which we are doing research and need to domore. are being lost to the system.
141. If it is not substantial numbers across the UK
as a whole, is there not evidence that there areChairman
substantial numbers in particular locations, the inner
138. There was a report on the News at Ten cities in particular?
yesterday that there is a particular problem for (Mr Wells) It is true that inner cities and some of
educationists with youngCaribbeanmen and that we the ethnic minority groups are more prone to
needed not to be politically correct about this but unknown destinations. If there were the same
realise the problem and concentrate more resources proportion who were obvious then they would tend
on them. What do you say to that? to be concentrated on.
(Ms Lomax) Yes, the evidence is that young
142. What schemes do you have to address thisCaribbean men, Pakistani and Bangladeshi women
are particularly disadvantaged in the labour market. diYculty?
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(Ms Lomax) We do do some things which are not through the net for one reason or another, does not
give me the conﬁdence that you are actually focusingconﬁned to people who are on beneﬁt, for example,
Action Teams for Jobs which operates in the most on those in greatest need in the way that I would
wish.deprived labour markets, and is about getting people
into work, whether they are on beneﬁt or not. We (Ms Lomax) You do have a Beneﬁts Agency
also have Employment Zones. We have 15 of those though, do you not?
around the country. There is an increasing number of 146. I have.things which do not focus on people who happen to (Ms Lomax) That will become part of Jobcentrebe on beneﬁt. Plus.
(MrLewis) I should welcome the chance outside of143.With the best will in the world the answers are
the Committee to discuss those speciﬁcs. One thinga bit weak there. That is an area where I would
which has changed, which goes slightly wider thancertainly want to see some more activity. I am
the NewDeal but I think it is directly relevant, is thatconscious that I am aware of two groups: those who
we used to provide our services only by peopledrop out and turn to crime and a whole range of
walking through the doors of the Job Centre. That isother options; the other is the comfortable middle
no longer the case.class youngster who just goes oV and is supported by
his parents and is going to have diYculty at some 147. I do understand that. There is the question of
time further on down the road coming back into the being in your face, as it were, being there, having a
job market since, as far as I am aware, parents are presence. It just raises the proﬁle. May I turn to page
generally not willing to support them for life. There 38 and the chart about expectations? I am conscious
will come a point when they have to re-enter. May I here that in terms of the low expectations it reminds
pick up the point that not only do we have me a bit of late movie-going where all the children
geographical divergence not covered adequately were above average. The number actually below
here, we have touched on race, we have not touched expectation is really very small. I wonder how fair it
much on gender? I am not sure whether the ﬁgures is to have this extended version when you are
are diVerent by gender and also by social class. It has measuring variations in performance. It seems tome,
beenmy impression, as with all schemes, that the nice coming back as well to paragraphs 4.10, 4.11, 4.12,
white middle class boys ﬁnd it easiest just to work that sort of area of variation, that some of these are
their way through the system and all other groups do alibis rather than explanations. I can understand
not. I am not clear the extent to which you have what aVects delivery and I can understand that some
overcome the natural biases within the system. areas are more diYcult than others but what I ﬁnd
(Mr Wells) May I mention some background diYcult to believe is that funding should not then
material on this? The numbers who get to be six follow in order to tackle the hardest targets and
months unemployed on JSA are disproportionately spending more in the areas of greatest need to
male, disproportionately in disadvantaged areas. compensate for disadvantage. It seems clear that is
Therefore the groups of people who are aVected by not being done.
the New Deal and their characteristics tend to be (Ms Lomax) May I repeat the unsatisfactory
people with the most disadvantages. answer I gave before. This is not the only way in
which we take action in the areas that have the most144. I understand that. Those who are then placed
problems. There is a range of things we can be doingmost easily, those who are skimmed oV the top, are
in these areas and the conclusion of theNAOReport,those who are the most attractive to employers, least
which is basically that we have driven out themoney needs to be spent on them and as you go down
diVerences which can be driven out through thisin terms of diYculty it goes back to some of the
programme, really points in the direction of sayingpoints about the emphasis on easy targets. I must
you need to be thinking of diVerent ways of tacklingconfess I do not have all that much conﬁdence in the
these problems, you need to be improving theEmployment Service.My constituency is in the worst
oVering. That is roughly what we are trying to do and25 in the UK, third worst employment in Scotland
that is part of the rationale for Jobcentre Plus, it is theand we have no Job Centre. Everybody has to go
rationale for some of the new thingsMrNicholaswasquite some considerable distance to ﬁnd the
talking about earlier such as Progress 2 Work andopportunity for work. That does not seem to me to
Step Up and all the rest of it. We need to vary thebe a focus on those in greatest need.
oVering to be appropriate to the sorts of area you are(Ms Lomax) May I say that what we are about to
worried about.do is close the Employment Service and create
Jobcentre Plus. Jobcentre Plus is in a sense taking this 148. I am just anxious that I have not detected so
all a stage further and will be serving both the sorts far suYcient urgency from my perspective.
of people you are talking about as well as the JSA (Ms Lomax) I hope you will see a change.
people you regard as easy targets. It will be looking
149. So do I. May I ask about outputs? Part of theright across the whole working age population,
outputs of the scheme is obviously the number ofincluding all those much larger numbers of people
youngsters getting jobs and achievements and so on.who are on inactive beneﬁts like income support and
When we look at the activities undertaken byincapacity beneﬁt.
youngsters who are on environmental task forces and
145. In my constituency unemployment has fallen who are in the voluntary sector, I think that my
substantially but it has fallen less quickly in the more constituency and a number of others in Glasgow,
prosperous areas. As soon as there is a recession which are amongst the worst environments, are
unemployment goes up faster. Not having a Job probably getting the least put into them in terms of
the projects undertaking activities there.Why is that?Centre and having these youngsters who are slipping
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(Mr Lewis) At the risk of saying much the same 154. So it is somebody else’s fault.
thing, there is a whole range of other initiatives and (Mr Lewis) No, I was not saying that for one
other programmes, for example Glasgow has one of moment. What I was seeking to say was that in
the Government’s employment zones, Working judging, for example environmental programmes
Links, which is actually a public/private partnership, round the table, in units of delivery typically are a lot
working there and working there very successfully. of organisations who have exactly those concerns in
Through the Wise Group and other organisations mind.
which you will know better than I, we have worked 155. If they had those concerns in mind about the
with a whole range of partners to try to ensure that Government’s social inclusion strategy and the
some of those very special needs are met. projects followed those social objectives I would not
150. Yes, but in terms of having an assessment of be raising this point. It is because they do not that I
the work which is actually done by the youngsters on am. May I turn to paragraph 2.7 which talks about
these schemes, unless I ammistaken, you do not have 18 per cent having gone round more than once, if
any objectives which would make sure that the work only brieﬂy in some cases. Do we have any statistical
was done in the areas of greatest need. Are your information about where those are, coming back
environment projects done predominantly in the again to gender, race, class, geographical basis of
areas which have the worst environments or are they, that?
as I tend to think, in the areas which have nice middle (Mr Wells) We can provide the information. I do
class youngsters, a decent environment, but they are not have it to hand.5
just tarting things up a bit? A yes or no would suYce. 156. Do you have a feel for it at all?
(Mr Wells) These projects are for the individual. (Mr Wells) No, is the answer.There is a diVerence between where the individual Mr Davidson: I would have thought that if, as Iworks and whether they are on the New Deal or not. suspect, it is the poorest areas and the youngstersEven if the environment task force is in a particular with most diYculties who are repeating, the fact thatpart of Glasgow it is for the purpose of improving the no response is coming back to that is an anxiety.employability of the young person.
151. That is a “won’t tell” really, is it not? I
Chairmanappreciate it is for improving the employability of the
young person, but undertaking an environmental 157. I must put this to you so you can answer your
improvement project in a poor run-down critics. Did you concentrate on the easy cases in order
constituency is probably of more social beneﬁt than to meet the Government pledge?
undertaking it in an already prosperous reasonably (Mr Lewis) No.
well maintained constituency. There seems to be no
158. Thank you. May I thank you for coming hereperspective from yourselves about measuring that as
today? We have to put tough questions to you aboutone of the possible outputs.
targets andmoney and the rest but could you pass on(Mr Lewis) Ministers were always clear at the
our thanks to your staV? You will know that I did sixoutset of theNewDeal programme that it was not an
years hard labour with the Social Security Selectenvironmental improvement programme as such, it
Committee and I was putting forward a constantwas a programme about helping young people into
theme on that Committee thatwe had to stop viewingemployment.
people on beneﬁt as numbers. I know that your staV
152. Yes, I do understand that but environmental at the front dealing with people are actually taking
schemes are being undertaken. enormous care in a very diYcult area to help people
(Mr Lewis) Indeed they are. with their personal problems. Can you pass on our
thanks to your staV?153. Are they being undertaken in the context of
(Ms Lomax) Thank you very much, that will bethe Government’s social inclusion strategy or not?
very welcome and very well received.(MrLewis) Increasingly the answer is that they are,
Chairman: The session is closed.through strategic local partnerships and a whole
variety of othermeans. It is perhaps just worth saying
5 Ev 25-26, Appendix 1.that the whole of New Deal has not been delivered
simply by the Employment Service as a stand-alone
public sector organisation. For each unit of delivery
there has been a delivery partnership and that has
typically had the local authority and a signiﬁcant
number of voluntary environmental groups.
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APPENDIX 1
Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department for Work and Pensions
Question 58: Trends in youth (18 to 24 year olds) claimant unemployment since 1997?
Graph 1 sets out the information on youth claimant unemployment. The top panel gives the information for
those with a duration of unemployment of 0 to 6 months and the lower panel for those with a duration of six
months and over. The information is seasonally unadjusted so a twelve-month rolling average is also included
to give some idea of the trends. (Because the ﬁgures are seasonally unadjusted the comparisons below are
given on an annual basis to avoid problems of seasonality.)
The graph shows that both short-term and long-term claimant unemployment have fallen over the period
fromFebruary 1997 to 2002. The fall was larger for long-term than short-term unemployment and also larger
for the longer durations. Claimant unemployment fell by over three quarters (79 per cent) amongst the client
group for the New Deal for Young People—those with durations of six months or more—and has been
virtually eradicated for those with a duration of a year or more. By comparison, those with a duration of less
than six months has fallen by around a ﬁfth (19 per cent).
Since (roughly) the start of the New Deal the New Deal client group has fallen by nearly two-thirds (65 per
cent) and those with a duration of less than 6 months by 14 per cent.
Claimant Unemployment: 18 to 24 year olds: 1997–2002
May 1997 April 1998 February 1997 February 1998 February 2002
0–6 months 227,200 224,200 271,400 255,900 220,700
Change since 19971 "50,700
("18.7%)
Change since 1998 "35,100
("13.7%)
May 1997 April 1998 February 1997 February 1998 February 2002
6 months and over 169,500 119,400 189,000 116,000 40,400
Change since 1997 "148,600
("78.6%)
Change since 1998 "75,600
("65.2%)
May 1997 April 1998 February 1997 February 1998 February 2002
12 months and over 85,500 49,800 100,500 51,800 4,700
Change since 19971 "95,700
("95.3%)
Change since 1998 "47,000
("90.9%)
1 Because the ﬁgures are seasonally unadjusted and the latest ﬁgures are for February 2002 the percentage change are annual.
Thus, the change since 1997 is the change between February 1997 and February 2002 and the change since 1998 is the change
between February 1998 and February 2002.
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Graph 1: UK Claimant Unemployment: 18–24 year olds
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Question 82: Evaluation Evidence for NDYP Leavers to Unknown Destinations?
There have been two NDYP evaluation reports relating to leavers to unknown destinations. These are:
New Deal for Young People: leavers with unknown destinations, National Centre for Social Research.
June 1999, ESR 21.
New Deal for Young People: Survey of Leavers to Unknown Destinations, ORC International, January
2001, ESR 63.
The ﬁrst study (ESR 21) was conducted by the National Centre for Social Research to examine the activities
of people who had left NDYP between April and August 1998. The aim was to identify actual destinations
of people with no destination recorded in ES records. Interviews were conducted in December 1998 and
January 1999. The response rate was 55 per cent.
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The second (ESR 63) evaluation examined the activities of participants who had left NDYP to unknown
destinations between May and October 1999. Forty Units of delivery (approximately one third) were chosen
to represent the proﬁle of the national population. The sample was stratiﬁed to obtain robust samples from
Gateway, each of the four Options and from Follow-through.
Face-to-face interviews took place between June and August 2000. There was a response rate of 51 per cent.
8 per cent of respondents considered they had never taken part in the programme and 1 per cent considered
that they had never left the programme. Figures are based on those who considered they had both taken part
in New Deal and had since left.
The ﬁndings below are from the second (ESR 63) evaluation because these ﬁgures are the most up-to-date.
Findings from ESR 63
Initial Destination
The survey showed that 56 per cent of participants entered employment on leaving the programme. This is
identical to the ﬁgure for those leaving to knowndestinations duringMay–October 1999. Therefore it appears
that unknown destinations do not reﬂect a lack of success for New Deal in helping participants to ﬁnd
employment.
56 per cent of participants stated that they entered employment on leaving New Deal, when asked to provide
their reasons for leaving the programme:
— 43 per cent named the start of full-time employment;
— 8 per cent the start of part time employment; and
— 2 per cent the start of self-employment.
Those who left New Deal for employment were more likely to be in employment at the time of interview.
Sustainability
55 per cent of all respondents, regardless of their perceived participation in New Deal, had achieved at least
one period of sustained employment since leaving the programme or since May 1999. Of those who left
directly into employment, 78 per cent have had a sustained job. In addition, 66 per cent of all respondents
had achieved at least one period of employment within this period.
41 per cent of those whose initial destination was full- or part-time employment stated that they were still
engaged in this job at the time of interview (21 per cent of the total sample).
Subsequent and Current Activities
43 per cent of those who provided information about their activity at the time of interview were in
employment at this time, and 30 per cent were unemployed claimants. Information was not available for 3
per cent of the total sample.
Claiming JSA or Beneﬁts, Sanctions
48 per cent of the total sample stated that they were in receipt of at least one beneﬁt at the time of interview
and 32 per cent were in receipt of JSA. There is a 2 per cent variation between this ﬁgure and that for claimant
unemployment provided for current activity, but these are derived from diVerent questions in the survey and
slight variations in response are not uncommon.
23 per cent of the total sample stated that they had had their JSA stopped or reduced sinceMay 1999. Twenty-
four respondents gave reasons related to sanctions for this disruption to their beneﬁt.
Barriers to work
55 per cent of the total sample stated that they have experienced at least one barrier to employment in the
past year. The main barrier experienced is lack of personal transport (19 per cent), followed by ill-health or
disability (14 per cent), lack of jobs in the area (15 per cent) and a lack of public transport (12 per cent). 17 per
cent of the total sample mentioned at least one problem which might be expected to restrict “employability”.
Those who have experienced barriers to employment are no more likely to have had repeat participation in
New Deal than others.
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Question 103: Variations across Units of Delivery?
Although the New Deal is planned on the basis of an average cost per participant, which includes both the
cost of providing Personal Adviser support for everyone and programme support, in practice expenditure can
vary quite markedly between individuals. These diVerences arise for two principal reasons:
— New Deal is demand led. In other words the help that an individual receives depends on their
circumstances and needs and is not constrained by any personal cash limit;
— linked to this, participants move into jobs at diVerent stages in theNewDeal process and, therefore,
have access the various parts of the programme to diVering degrees. In addition we know that some
people leave the New Deal but do not move immediately into a job.
There are also some local variations in the costs of delivering parts of the programme—eg diVerent contract
prices—but these are less important in explaining cost variations.
To illustrate this the average unit costs for each element of the New Deal are currently as follows (including
Personal Adviser support):
Gateway: £773
Employment Option: £2,180
Full Time Education and Training Option: £2,427
Voluntary Sector Option: £2,877
Environment Task Force Option: £2,877
Follow through: £395
An individual with relatively modest barriers to employment may well ﬁnd work relatively quickly. This
could, for example, simply be with the help of their Personal Adviser during the Gateway and without any
additional programme support. In these circumstancesNewDeal expenditure on that individual could be less
than £100.
By contrast another individual with greater personal barriers to employment, or living in a less buoyant
labour market, may require additional help from each of the elements of the programme. So, for example,
they might receive more intensive help with jobsearch, additional careers advice and/or help with debt
problems alongside the Personal Adviser support. There is no limit to the amount that can be spent in the
Gateway although the overall four month limit and the focus on shorter provision at this stage means that
the average cost is relatively low. If the individual does not leave New Deal at this point they may then move
onto Option provision which is more cost intensive. Where necessary further assistance is provided in Follow
Through again constrained primarily by time and the focus on capitalising on the Option experience rather
than simply extending it.
Accordingly the help provided to someone with relatively severe barriers could conceivably amount to
£5–6,000. In practice this would be funded by eVectively re-deploying resource not needed by those with less
severe barriers who ﬁnd jobs relatively quickly.
In theory the extent of these diVerences could aVect the national approach to resource distribution between
regions and Units of Delivery (now Jobcentre Plus Districts). However, in practice there has been no need to
attempt greater reﬁnement of the national allocation model to date although some Employment Service
regions have altered the balance of resource allocation betweenUnits of Delivery to reﬂect expected demand.
But even this has not been widespread, in large measure because the success of the programme in helping
people into work during the Gateway process has meant that few local allocations have been exceeded. This
links to the point made in theNAOReport (paragraph 3.16) about the diVerence between planned and actual
expenditure. Information on outcome unit costs by Unit of Delivery is not, therefore, routinely compiled.
At the same time additional resources have been targeted in areas and for clients with especially severe
barriers. This includes Action Teams, Progress to Work (oVering extra help for people with drug problems),
Minority Ethnic Outreach and the StepUP pilots which, from the end of April, will be providing transitional
employment opportunities in some areas of particular disadvantage.
In summary, therefore, the general principle is that the provision and, therefore, the resources made available
to a client should meet the needs of that individual in their particular labour market.
Question 115: The spread of employment and unemployment across the country?
At 74.5 per cent the UK’s employment rate2 as a whole is one of the highest in the world and much higher
than the EU average of 65.3 per cent.
In addition, every region of the country has an employment rate above the EU average. However, regions
are not the ideal geographical unit for analysis of the labour market as diVerences within regions are much
greater than diVerences between regions. Therefore, Graph 1 gives the employment rates by local authority
2 The employment rate is the proportion of the population of working age who are in work.
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districts in Great Britain for the years 1997 and 20003 together with the GB and EU averages for comparison.
The information is ranked from the lowest employment rate to the highest in each year in order to show the
spread across the country.
There are a small number of areas within each region with low employment rates. These are concentrated in
the major cities—particularly London and Liverpool—some seaside and coastal towns, and some, though
not all, coalﬁeld and other industrial areas particularly in Wales and the North East. For these local
authorities have been used as the geographical unit. It is a broadly similar story if we use either parliamentary
constituencies or wards.
Between 1997 and 2000 there has been a general overall rise in most areas of the country with the areas with
the lowest employment rates tending to do slightly better than others. Although it is not evident from the
graph (because it is ranked from lowest to highest in both years) there have been some areas where the
employment rate has fallen.4
In addition, later information from the claimant unemployment count tends to conﬁrm this picture. Although
the claimant count rate presents a partial picture it does provide the latest information on developments in
the labour market. Graph 2 shows the distribution of claimant unemployment rates in the UK for February
of the years 1997, 2000, 2001 and 2002. A diVerent geographical unit is used here—parliamentary
constituencies—to suggest that the same picture holds, whichever geographical unit is chosen.
Between 1997 and 2001 there has been a general improvement in claimant unemployment rates across the
country with the largest improvements in the areas that started with the highest rates. Over the past year there
has been a slowdown in the labour market but most areas of the country have continued to see an
improvement with 415 Parliamentary constituencies having seen a further fall in their claimant count rate,
64 are unchanged and 180 have seen a (generally small) increase. Overall the improvements have again tended
to be in areas, which started with high claimant unemployment rates.
Graph 1: Employment Rates by Local Authority Districts: GB 1997 and 2000
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3 The employment rates are from the annual local Labour Force Survey (LFS) databases. The employment rates are for the
residents of an area and relate to the period March-February. Thus, 2000 relates to March 2000 to February 2001.
4 Although because the LFS is a sampling survey and these are relatively small areas this may be due in some cases to sampling
variation.
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Graph 2: Claimant Unemployment Rates by Parliamentary Constituencies: UK (Seasonally
Unadjusted)
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Question 155: Statistical breakdown by gender, race, class and geographical area of those returning to the
Programme?
Gender
71% of all starts to NDYP are male, this increases to 78% for those with a second or subsequent spell.
All Starts 2nd and Subsequent
Spells
Male 71% 78%
Female 29% 22%
Ethnicity
16 per cent of all starts to NDYP are from minorty ethnic groups. This proportion remains the same when
looking at those with a second or subsequent spell on the programme.
All Starts 2nd and Subsequent
Spells
White 84% 84%
Minority Ethnic 16% 16%
Geography
The table below shows that all ES Regions have a similar proportion of second and subsequent starts on the
programme as to their proportion of total starts. No ES Region experiences a disproportionately high
number of returners to the programme.
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All Starts 2nd and Subsequent
Spells
OYce for Scotland 11.4% 12.5%
Northern 7.7% 8.4%
North West 14.2% 13.9%
Yorkshire and theHumber 11.5% 12.3%
OYce for Wales 6.3% 6.4%
West Midlands 10.6% 10.6%
East Mids. & Eastern 8.6% 8.2%
South West 5.7% 5.0%
LASER 24.0% 22.7%
Note: LASER stands for London And South East Region
There is no recording of participants’ class or socio-economic status.
Department for Work and Pensions
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